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while the indexcontroller.php file initially located in controllers/application/controllers, it has been moved to controllers/application/auth/controllers. if you are unfamiliar with the top-level routing you can read about it in the top-level routing documentation. if you are logged in, you can edit any of the
forms in your website. you can add new fields, and delete the ones you no longer need. for the built-in login form, you can customize it. if you are a returning user, you can sign in with your credentials again. of course, if you are not logged in, the login form will not be active. to see the login form

that is located in indexcontroller.php file in controllers/application/auth/controllers, you can make the url structure more user-friendly by changing the base_url variable in the application/config/application.php file. the default layout for the views of all the controllers (including logincontroller.php) is
the _layout.blade.php file. if you look in the authcontroller.php file you will see that the login() method in index.php does not contain a layout variable. before you can login, you need to check the input box on the login form, and then enter your user name, and your password. then, press the button
labeled login. if this is successful, your profile entity object will be populated. unless you have deliberately customized your web server configuration, you can click the logout link to log out from the login page. if you log out, you will be returned to the homecontroller.php file. more frequently, people

purchase an editable license of one of the ioncube products and edit it themselves, for obvious reasons. there is a code encoder included in some editions, which you can use to modify the cryptographically-encrypted passwords (or other data) that you wish to protect in these ways. you could
implement your own form of this for your needs in a way that is compatible with the interface offered by the code encoder.
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a route.php file is the main config file for routes in an application. the routes provide a declarative structure, essentially defining where your application can be reached. by default, a route.php file can contain from just a few lines of code, to many hundred. route files are written in regular php and typically consist of an array of route
definitions, each of which will respond to a url with a certain pattern. by default, route::get('/', 'function () {'); all requests that begin with '/' should be handled by the controller and view components in the mvc pattern. the router's main task is to identify any request that matches one of the routes, in this case, starting with /. the

encoder will escape any variable content that was not included in a @php tag, whether it is assigned in a conditional statement, as a property of an object, or used in double quoted strings. all enclosed ' characters will be escaped, so that becomes t, becomes n, etc. if you are working with multiple classes in your application, then an
autoloader is often used. it allows you to tell php which classes to include, without needing to write a separate include/require statement for each file. the encoder will process each file that contains a class definition, and it will include the file if the class is found. it is possible to have multiple autoloaders, and the encoder will process

files in any of those autoloaders. php is a multi-paradigm language, and as such, not all problems can be solved with only one language feature. often it is necessary to use a different language feature to solve a problem. this process is called composition, and the encoder support this composition process with the use of closure
classes. a closure will either take one parameter or a list of parameters, and return a value. if the closure is given a parameter then the parameter will be passed to the returned value. if the closure is given a list of parameters, then the parameters will be passed to the returned value in the order they are defined in the closure. in this

case, the parameter will be passed as an array. 5ec8ef588b
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